UI/UX Lead

Your tasks

We are looking for a UI / UX designer who is extremely passionate about designing highly intuitive, customer friendly screen designs for Web applications and Mobile apps. You will be based in our new digital delivery center in Bangalore with an atmosphere of start-up and get an opportunity to work on exciting digital products. Do you want to be a part of this exciting journey and make a difference?

Responsibilities:

- A deep understanding of user-centered design translating into sitemaps, user flows and customer journey maps to ensure a great user experience
- Development of high quality, responsive final screen designs for web applications and Mobile apps throughout the complete lifecycle
- Development of modern user interfaces/user-oriented solutions based on UX knowledge for various end devices
- Create graphics, icons, layouts and renderings with popular software tools such as Figma, Sketch, Photoshop and Illustrator
- Independent development of functional interaction solutions (user journeys, navigation flows, scribbles, wireframes, interactive prototypes) in close coordination with product owners, business development managers and developers
- Creation and improvement of wireframes, prototypes, style guides and userflows for effective communication of interaction ideas
- Advising customers in the process of design development/development of function-driven interfaces
- Provide guidance in areas of UI/UX to business units and external development partners
- Follow the existing Corporate UI/UX design guideline and support to extend the Component Library for ContiTech to ensure all products are harmonized from UI/UX perspective

Your profile

- University degree in Digital Media, UX/UI Design, Interactive Design, Mobile/Web Design or adequate web design experience with excellent academic records
- Profound work experience in the relevant field
- Very good knowledge of a range of design tools e.g. Figma, Sketch, Invision, Adobe Creative Suite
- Ability to create, improve and use wireframes, prototypes, style guides and user flows to effectively communicate your interaction ideas
- Understanding of user-centered design methods, rapid prototyping and responsive web design
- A strong design portfolio to showcase
- Knowledge in frontend coding e.g. HTML/CSS/JavaScript is a plus but
Customer oriented thinking and strong innovation skills
Very good communication skills
Fluent in English

Our offer
This position is in hybrid set up where employee has to be office 2-3 days in a week.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us
Contitech is part of Continental group and is one of the Group Sectors like Tires and Automotive. Contitech mainly caters to industries in areas of hoses, conveyor solutions, surface solutions, power transmission solutions etc. This solution is in Digital and Data services team under IT.